INVITATION
In 2019, the first edition of the congress Seizures and Stroke attracted over 130 participants from over ten countries to Gothenburg. Our meeting now returns – with a widened scope to all symptomatic and structural epilepsies.

Welcome to join our three-day program of cutting-edge research and clinical presentations combined with a teaching course for scientists and clinicians starting in the field. There are also ample poster- and platform presentation opportunities. We look forward to seeing you in Gothenburg!

ABOUT GOTHENBURG
Situated on the west coast of Sweden, Gothenburg lies right in the heart of Scandinavia. The abundance of culture, entertainment and outdoor activities as well as Gothenburg's interesting surroundings, closeness to the sea and the stunning archipelago guarantee a whole new conference experience.

CONTACT
congress@resia.se
Abstract submission and registration is open at stess2023.se
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